The visual aids on the following pages are for reference only and not intended for official use.

To purchase official visual aids please contact the Specialty Crops Inspection Division’s Equipment and Forms Depot

USDA, AMS, SCP, SCI
831 Mitten Road, Room 200
Burlingame, CA 94010
Phone: 650-552-9073
Fax: 650-552-9147

Equipment Catalog
TANGERINES

SLIDE 113 – WELL FORMED
TANGERINES

SLIDE 114 – FAIRLY WELL FORMED
TANGERINES

SLIDE 116 – NOT SERIOUSLY LUMPY
TANGERINES

SLIDE 117 – BADLY PUFFY
TANGERINES

SLIDE 118 – FAIRLY WELL COLORED
TANGERINES

SLIDE 119 – FAIRLY WELL COLORED
TANGERINES

SLIDE 120 – HONEY TANGERINE
TANGERINES

SLIDE 121 – HONEY TANGERINE CUT
TANGERINES

SLIDE 122 – ROBINSON
TANGERINES

SLIDE 126 – BUCKSKIN
TANGERINES

SLIDE 127 – GREEN SPOTS
TANGERINES

SLIDE 128 – SCALE RED
TANGERINES

SLIDE 129 – PURPLE SCALE
TANGERINES

SLIDE 135 -- SCARS
TANGERINES

SLIDE 136 -- SCARS
TANGERINES

SLIDE 138 -- SCARS
TANGERINES

SLIDE 139 – SKIN BREAKDOWN
TANGERINES

SLIDE 140 – SKIN BREAKDOWN
TANGERINES

SLIDE 141 – SUNBURN
TANGERINES

SLIDE 142 – SUNBURN CUT
TANGERINES

SLIDE 145 – UNSIGHTLY DISCOLORATION
TANGERINES

SLIDE 146 – UNSIGHTLY DISCOLORATION
TANGERINES

SLIDE 147 -- HAIL
TANGERINES

SLIDE 148 – CLIPPER CUT